Cube Access Hybrid Race 500
black´n´mint 2019
Product price:

2 799,00 € tax
included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 16", 14", 19", 17"
Radgröße: 27,5", 29"
Antrieb: Bosch
Frame: Hard Tail MTB

Product description:
Cube Access Hybrid Race 500 black´n´mint 2019

The Access Hybrid Race will make you feel as though you have superpowers. Well, almost. The
lightweight, nimble aluminium frame and powerful, smooth Bosch CX drive unit work seamlessly
together to make a Bosch e-bike capable of taking on almost any journey. Whatever the conditions
under your tyres, however far you need to go, no matter how steep the terrain, you'll be ready to
take it all on. Our design team carefully selected components to tailor the fit for women, like
shorter stems and saddles designed for the female anatomy. We chose Shimano's SLX and XT 11
speed gears for their wide range, ease of use and exceptional reliability. Powerful hydraulic disc
brakes put all the stopping power you need at your fingertips, however wet the conditions. The
RockShox Judy Silver air suspension fork is easy to adjust and helps smooth out the lumps and
bumps of tough trails. And a powerful 500Wh battery gives you the power you need to ride further
and longer, so you can keep coming back for more.
There's more to building a great Bosch e-MTB than finding space for the motor and battery. No-one
understands that better than the CUBE engineering team, which is why you'll find almost obsessive
attention to detail lurking beneath the Access Hybrid Race's clean, elegant lines. Agile Ride
Geometry is designed to give the perfect blend of stability and agility, so you'll feel comfortable
from the start of your ride right through to the end. Internally routed cables keep your gears
shifting flawlessly with no maintenance worries, and you can recharge the battery without
removing it from the frame. There's even the option of an easy upgrade to a dropper seatpost. Oh,
and the one piece, gravity cast down tube doesn't just look great - it's also the technically
advanced, super-rigid backbone that's the heart and soul of the Access Hybrid Race's exceptional
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handling and precise steering. Because it's not just about looks, either...
frame Aluminium Superlite, Gravity Casting, Agile Ride Geometry, Tapered Headtube,
Internal Cable Routing, Semi-Integrated Battery
colour black´n´mint
size Size Split: 27.5: 14", 16" // 29: 17", 19"
fork RockShox Judy Silver TK Air, Tapered, 15x110mm, 100mm, eMTB Approved, Lockout
headset FSA Orbit 1.5B ZS, Top Zero-Stack 1 1/8" (OD 44mm), Bottom Zero-Stack 1 1/2"
(OD 56mm)
stem Newmen Evolution 318.4, 31.8mm
handlebar Newmen Evolution 318.10, 720mm
grips Natural Fit GRIP All Terrain
rear derailleur Shimano XT RD-M8000-DGS, ShadowPlus, 11-Speed
shifters Shimano SLX SL-M7000-I, Direct Attach
brake system Shimano XT BR-M8000, Hydr. Disc Brake (180/180)
crankset FSA CK-745, 15T, 175mm
cassette Shimano SLX CS-M7000, 11-46T
chain KMC X11
rims CUBE EX30, 32H, Disc, Tubeless Ready
front hub Shimano HB-MT400-B, 15QR, Boost, Centerlock
rear hub Shimano FH-TX505, QR, Centerlock
tyres Schwalbe Nobby Nic, PerfL, 2.60
pedals CUBE PP MTB
saddle Natural Fit Active WS
seat post CUBE Performance Post, 30.9mm
seatclamp CUBE Varioclose, 34.9mm
drive unit Bosch Drive Unit Performance CX (75Nm) Cruise (250Watt)
battery Bosch PowerPack 500
charger Bosch 2A
display Bosch Purion
extras Dropper Post Option: #13619 RFR Telescope Seatpost 30.9x100mm, #13620 RFR
Telescope Seatpost 30.9x125mm
weight 21,7 kg
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